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EditeyAbprlM .as engil&K rcheRog rs

sormCTidF AW

GREETINGSFROMTHEUTIASENIORVICE
PRESIDENTANDSENIORVICECHANCELLOR

J

ustwhenyo i kyouhave ndolcha eng, ot her
oneus alym ektsi lf now .T sth'aeiu onwf d
ourslevinat hU verstinfTyo eI stiufAeo g rciutl re
after having progressed through unification with UT Knoxville.
How,tevrhunp cdet isr puton hV9CaOIs1donD t heIns tiue, hUnivr,ts hey a ndt heirwdolasnt
necessarily top of mind when thinking about our next big issue to
teackhr.Ylifpso ndemcliV9hCkOaonIs1gbDet hemindfatso mcul yebrswhokinarefOso
Heatl h.Inrev iw ngourlasti fLueond,aScienof usd
onurOeHatl hIniat ve,scl r hat esind v ualshve
beng iv ngt he rfzoatncdi se antdispoe altrch
pandemclivofts hug,wea.Nr tines g hir
coner laspyutine mandire l .f
COVID-19 is first, and foremost, a public health crisis that requires
ourim edlatco ivetonsmi gat.Ae'swv nh,ia
alsohdeva t ingef ctou,whrenmiy lhave
onrl-ag eipmctonal spectfloi,ncud ga rciutl r.e
,ag9Ar1f2soci0utl roe,fst andrylei ust reicon butd
anestima1bd$l8ontehTs,mconyi
almost 350,000 jobs. A report our experts helped prepare for the
gover nft hseaTo dcumetns hoidust reiand
the impacts of agriculture upon the state. You can explore them
ut.akiedny / TeNcon20
.

indust r y hatisov lturs aei ulyawor t h ieml son.
A ndt hai ust r yafectsomanfyurcti zes.Int his ue,
youcaenl r bouthw rpg amsndpealor t iv ngto
ipmrovet hlifsdneTo aswl peo
beyondur s.A ndyoucarehw donsa pur t
ersa nlbi gustocrea hpo tuniesa dpoblties.
-

Apotenials vet hamycofrtV9pheCOaInd1mDcisabet rund standi got hepar fto heplubci mor tance
ofdant hosewprdutci.In mefsor i ,ar mes t he
oneswhar tpinguov deti h sf undamet lrsou ce
toevr yn,a dt heI s tiulaepysv lreionspu ting
t ho s e f r t s .

tnemgrcAi ots mHfreinBycoS

Stayhe l ndsaeflwys.

UorsfeTt’andur o ndi glands
r e p s t n o fm - a h b e i n d
andhigestco r vatonpir esw ti h n
enTsa dt heSou r nApalchi ns.
Ahistorcag emtsni dbyU T I Aand
T htaeNurConse vanc y( T NC)w ila ow
resa chrstoielmnpa-g
orfestmangest rag,puoy t
cut in-gedrsa ch,ndestalbihn
a t l e r n i v e su o r U f c e T t ’ d
p r o e t is .

TIML .CROS
UTIA Senior Vice President
and Senior Vice Chancellor

A sang rciutl raeconmist edlafro hUnivest fyo
enTsI tiufAeo g rciutl re,Iampoftud hre tanfdo
t hosewcnr ibuted.O rilonad gv uetlo ha rciutl ra

T h rougkTsWiNCn’dla spro
g ram,t heU orTFstRu ceA gRsarch
andEuctoCierw lktoacheiv

Forest Stewardship Council certification
,41 0orf ac es tdpro eist ha
spreadc ofu tneis.U T I Aist he
first academic institution to enroll in
t heprog am.

-

In addition to forest certification, as
par fto heag r mtTn NCw ilfac t e
depiovlnga m itna ingac rbo
fo setprjcon heU rTfstandm rekt
carbon edtisobuyrn hlevotar y
carbonm ekt.

partnership that will benefit society.
“ T orheFstRu cA gResarchnd
EducatonCierw lctiuneoprv d
oftne hmscpr iveoutdr
resa chlborat eisn htaow ie,l
t hesami, tnai norgfestu ainaiblt orfyu egnrat”Xois,y.

U TA gResarchD nHog weiX n
descr ibt heag r mtnsaw i- n
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casewohStisbe wW N
.snoitul.Se fiLla R
T heU TInstiufAeo g rciutlsonre’i
presnchafre,nowlk.IMarch,
UTIA’s Offices of Marketing and CommunciatosndI orf mtaecnTiholg y
Ser v cisbeganph sedrlouft h
newborstidWP e,ach ngefrom
S h a r e iP o t n .
T heinfrast uct reandsig ref shi
basedonr utlsfromepuindfso
user experience studies. The new site is
moreacsitlb u rsanedfturs
ipmrovedf unctoial rvyf istoand
cot n e m a g r s .
Inadtiobu dl ngt hei frast uct re
andt hem, woU T I Ateamslo
worekdtg hroeptvl ain orgf
cotnema grs,incudl gtpiosch
asceiblt yon h,web rti nogf he
,uwbesinpgaro tcevind,
andbuil gpaes.

e dr o n H p a R T s y
noitarveslCnoitaN
dtnaosCmeyS
ecnr f oeCcRi
A g rciutl reindustr eylad shvb towed
t heifCol tnRsearchfo eY
to UT Extension cotton specialist Tyson
R.Tpaerhw daspretnoJuar y
1at h3eNoni lC ser vatonSiysem

Cot na dR ceCiofrn
Mepmhins,T .e
Rpasre ’ chog ramh sdeig n f
icant contributions to cotton profitability
ienTsa dcrost heM-Siu .
T heaw rdcom ti enodh swrk ti h
higr-edsucov pant reia
potim zaon.Cur ,heitnswokly g
onevaultingD6—s0ohref’umla
calutingcrphoeatu imf—dsr n
cot nvareits.

edraw kAnirb unBal oC
e m it f L - a n i - e c O
t i yn r p u o O

sron lHa it N
tnoeClBdwai
e c n r f oC
Dawson Kerns and Shelly Pate, both
g radutes nit heHrb ltCoge
of Agriculture, won first place in the
studeonralpcmtion he
categorfis n ectrsa chnd
cotnrl,a d tonisea ,rpctivley
at he20Bl w deCiot n frec
in Austin, Texas.
Kerns’s presentation was titled, “EvaluatfBoniRes cin
Heilcovr paze
PpoulatnisU rgVouBtC lanP
Ti”Helscopmtu.nghisma ter’
deg rineotlmg yundert hi ectoni
fSoct ewar t.
Pate earned first place with her presentaA tnois,“emfS dTrat men
Efficacy and Cotton Seedling Disease
Presence Using Innovative Techniques.”
Sheisar ni gam sdetr’ ilanpt
pathology under Heather Kelly.
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Bot hs udenco trsea ch
tesnThW A gResarchnd
Educta.onCier
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T heHrb ltCogfAe rciutl reis
k now trifscuoneal-ifr ni .g
Tur fg ascein dma getnorj
ConlaBurb in kgot hec anfo
lifetime to experience real-life learning
t hsSpureoBgw’lT tsur f
g rasT in gPro am.Hewonslcti
by Toro to assist the grounds crew in field
prea tonirSpsfueBwlL I VatH rd
RockStaduimnM a i.Burb n khad
nevrb toaN F Lgamends twia
ironic that his first one was the Super Bowl.
Burb in kwaschoertnf pg ram
because of his exemplary leadership in
tur fg asm nget.Ofhoisner t
is researching lower extremity injuries. "I
bleivt hrsanedomcuratley
understand how a field contributes to the
fatig uenat hleundrgos,pecialy
in football," says Burbrink. “The overall
goalistprv de hat lesw ti h e
bestur facespoi,lbndtm gae
mosft heijunr slatedo hpy ing
sur face,whilnreasi govrals eft yand
enjoyment of the sport."
Burb inlakp stour ehisma t'rnd
PhD degrees to further explore how soil
characteristics impact the lower extremitoefisbalpyrsndbaliterc ons
invaroiust hepr ts.
Lear nmobut hispr ng raduten
his exceptional career preparation at .tiny
ut k e . d / b u r i n k
.
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TOGETHER,
WE’RE STILL
GROWING.
In September, the UT Institute of Agriculture far exceeded our goal.
Through this success and ongoing assistance from our alumni and
friends, we will continue to support Real. Life. Solutions. that impact
the future of our friends, our neighbors, our state, and our world.

Celebrating a Horticultural Gem
At the close of 2019, the long-time director
of the UT Gardens announced her retirement. Across a thirty-seven-year career,
Sue Hamilton guided the development of
the Gardens from a collection of small trial
plots into the showpieces they are today.
“They” is plural, with the UT Gardens now
in place in Crossville and Jackson, TennesVHHDVZHOOLQ.QR[YLOOHRIIHULQJEHDXW\
and learning to Tennesseans throughout
the Volunteer State. In recognition of
that role, the three UT Gardens sites
ZHUHQDPHGWKHRIˋFLDO6WDWH%RWDQLFDO
Garden of Tennessee in 2013. That's one
of the outstanding achievements under
Hamilton’s watch. Another was the
establishment of an annual Gardens Gala,
whose proceeds provide vital support for

the Gardens’ mission of outreach, teaching,
DQGUHVHDUFK1H[W\HDUȢV*DODRULJLQDOO\
scheduled for spring 2020, will be hosted
by former Governor and First Lady Bill
and Crissy Haslam and held in Hamilton’s
honor. While the COVID-19 pandemic
delayed the physical celebration by a year,
friends showed support on the evening of
the originally scheduled Gala by pushing
the Sue Hamilton Growth Endowment
past the $100,000 mark. The endowment,
created in Hamilton’s honor, provides
RQJRLQJQHFHVVDU\ˋQDQFLDOVXSSRUWIRUWKH
Gardens.

Together we grow.
at tiny.utk.edu/cultivatefall. In addition,
Hamilton discussed her career in the January 2020 episode of the TN Magic Moments
podcast, which can be accessed wherever
you listen to podcasts or tnmagicmoments.
com/podcasts.
James Newburn, curator of the UT Gardens,
.QR[YLOOHVLQFHLVVHUYLQJDVLQWHULP
director while a search for a new director
is conducted. To learn more about the
endowment, contact Tom Looney with
WKH87,$2IˋFHRI,QVWLWXWLRQDO$GYDQFHment at tom.looney@tennessee.edu or
865-974-8622.

You can learn more about Hamilton’s
career in the fall 2019 issue of Cultivate,
the magazine of the UT Gardens. Find it

Crowder Named
Firefighter of the Year
Wesley Crowder, a research technician stationed at the West Tennessee AgResearch
and Education Center, was recently named
)LUHˋJKWHURIWKH<HDUE\WKH([FKDQJH
Club in Jackson, Tennessee.
Crowder works as a driver and hazmat
technician for the Jackson Fire Department. He’s worked or volunteered as a
ˋUHˋJKWHUIRUPRUHWKDQWZHQW\\HDUV(DFK
\HDUWKH-DFNVRQ([FKDQJH&OXEUHFRJQL]HV

DORFDOˋUVWUHVSRQGHUZKRKDVVKRZQ
H[FHSWLRQDOFRPPLWPHQWWRKLVRUKHU
profession.
Crowder has also spent more than twenty
\HDUVZRUNLQJLQˋHOGUHVHDUFKZLWKWKH
UT Department of Entomology and Plant
Pathology. His duties include planting and
harvesting trials, collecting necessary
LQVHDVRQGDWDDQGPDLQWDLQLQJHTXLSment. Co-workers say they value Crowder’s
problem-solving skills, work ethic, and
dependability—good traits for both
UHVHDUFKHUVDQGˋUHˋJKWHUV

“We are thankful for each and every donor who made this possible. The faculty, staff, and
students at the UT Institute of Agriculture are at the heart of our land-grant mission. Your
contributions will allow us to keep the pace and advance all components of the Institute."
—KEITH BARBER, VICE CHANCELLOR OF INSTITUTIONAL
ADVANCEMENT, UT INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
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noit gce lRanoit N
tlyu caAFIixUTrSo f

ELIZABETHSR AND
Biomedical and Diagnostic Sciences
AAVMC Billy E. Hooper Award

Ourfac tl yrek now rpf ducingots andi gresa chndaempriog amsndwerlapsto
highlight national recognitions that they have achieved in the past fiscal year. The following honors,
bestowdyp rsint herpfosi,at h-ewdorlcasin,ut reach ndsr v cetihs
Instiuembrshavlcopied.

BA R Y O U S E
Biomedical and Diagnostic Services
AVMA Lifetime Excellence in Research Award
Rouse,vtr ina n dimuolng ist heU lTCtorgfVina yMedci n,
received the American Veterinary Medical Association’s (AVMA) Lifetime Excellence
inResarwchA d.T henatoi lw rdisg vena u lyinrecog tifonu s an-d
ingcot r ibuont hevr ina omeyirbdcalpfsnt h rougbacsilp,edor
clin ares ch.Rouseiwdrln ohfismunpoatlhg yresa chdisov
er islnvo 1a gHdc-SuVlarise .

Y E U AR LS P
Biosystems Engineering and Soil Science
ASABE Fellow Award
yerswAaoftn hir tendiv ualfmesorti upefosnalchivemtn
inductealsFowf hA mercianSoet fAy g rciutl ra olgnidBcaE g iners
A( S BE.T) heg rlafFdowist he gstonrbe wdy hesoctri.I y
ognizes members for extraordinary accomplishments and contributions to the field
faog rciutl rao,fdlgibcasy temng ier n.Igadtiomer ius
acheivmtn,div ualsm thvein umfto wen yarfesong i er ng
practeoih nga dt wen yarsmebinA S BE.

MIKES TH
Animal Science
PSA Fellow Award
Protih se rmtn,Si haprefos nt hDpar t mefAon i alScen,w s
elctdaFowin hePutlr ySceinA so atn(i PS.T)A heaw rd spetn
at the 2018 annual meeting of the organization in San Antonio, Texas. The status of
Fellow is one of the highest distinctions a PSA member can achieve and only five can
behonrdacyl.Fwst urecog nizesmbrfto hPulr ySceinA s
sociation for professional distinction and contributions to the field of poultry science
w ti h o u cn e r l g v . ti y
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T heA sociatfAn mercitanV r yMedcialCogVeAs( M )namedSt r n
t herV9Acfopin 12MCB0lyE.HowpearA Ddfist ng uishedSr v c.ei
T heaw rdisg venbyt VhA MCoanid v ualwhosedr painv oshae
made a significant contribution to academic veterinary medicine and the veterinary
prefosni.St a dsn ociateprfs n hU elTCtorgfVina yMedci n
and is a licensed social worker certified in grief recovery, critical incident stress
management, mindfulness-based stress reduction, workplace conflict, suicide prevention, and state Supreme Court mediation. She founded the first veterinary social work
program in the US, located at UT, to be defined as a subspecialty.

NEALSTRW
Plant Sciences
SIVB Fellow Award
Stewar t snameldFowit hS cei fIyonVt rlgiB y(SI V .T)B hedis
tinguished title recognizes outstanding professionals who have made significant
contributions to the field of in vitro biology and demonstrated service to the society.
Stewart holds the Ivan Racheff Chair of Excellence in plant molecular genetics at UTIA.
Hisrea chp nlasoitbech ng,sy t heolgicb,nmysa deolgc.H y
hasbenpr of minga rciutl raoibechlng yaoitdbechlng yr iska emtn
resa 9chine14,w t hspuor tf mvaroiusg atni gecsuhat eDp r t
mefEtonrg, heUySDpar tmefAon g rciutl re, hatNoni lSceuFdatoni,
NA S ,andi ust r. y

NEILRHODES
Plant Sciences
SWSS Fellow Award
T heSout r dnWceiSo t y( WS )bestowdilFaArnR hodes,a
prefosint hDpar tlmaefPonScis,t heo ysr'ectan u lmeting
inOk la homC.TtiwleyFaArdst hemop ig oushnr ivebyS W .
Recipients must have been members for more than twenty years, have made significant
andreg ularcotn ibuonfser v ctioS W ,andbeitg ralot hesucf ir
university. Last year, Rhodes was presented the Excellence in Regulatory Stewardship
waArotdfielsywk ngtoipmrve husfocibdnt heSou .
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WorkingTogetherforReal.Life.Solutions.
forPandemics,theEnvironment,and
HumanandAnimalInteractions

L

astye,whnrlc dOeHatlorhf e tm hfal /
w9isfLueotn1r2ad0, Scien

,wescarlyoud
haveprdcit hem diat r ivaftloV9gheCObI1paDndemcaint hfectsiahpduonlfs.Btanw resfo
t heincras g ifpkoandemcs ot herilf ctsbroughny
environmental pressures and increasing proximity of humans and
w idl eafrt h fto hescinOHatl h.T isg row ing
field of multidisciplinary research seeks ways to improve the health
andwle-bi ufhgomans, imals,ndt hev iron met,f h
protec funisal.
Inm-bedriF ua ,t heUnyivrst fTyoneS stormf aly
an ou cedt hU TOneHatl hI iatobelv.Tdyscin tsa
the UT Institute of Agriculture and UT Knoxville, who pioneered
inOeHatl h eUnivr,ts heIynita vew ilunte hO
Heatlofch-usedwrk a cherst ought eUnivrst y ’
capmuse ndi t ues,awl tO kR digaeNon lL b
rato.T hyeg listop nU Taesldrin gofne
society’s grand challenges by engaging in the increasingly complex
scein dtopRvla .L iSefutonsr. wdl
I,tnMheUayivrstnfTyo“e ’rtp c”ohkn erl
of public health lifeline when the state asked UT Extension offices
pdtohleis r butesofm h5ilonmask prv deitocun y
heatl dp r t mens.T hak swerpov dibyt heG ovrsn ’
Economic Recovery Group to help fight the spread of the coronavir usat hecnfroV9pCOId1mDci.Dist r buontikd ferotn msfrcoutn y .I
Sul ivanCou,mt skywerdit buedatr iv-h rougstani
staffed by Extension personnel who braved a cold spring drizzle.
InRut her ofdCu,mtnaskywerg ivntodrsa hpe
at he20poni ftg heRu r ofdCutnayFr mesMarkt.In
the past UT Extension has helped government efforts to engage
t heplubcin mfsoati lergnc yo reatndicul ng
efor tsa ociedw t h eGratDpsondWiIl .T his
spr indg s’t r ibufonacem sk tproec i znsfromaglb
heatl reatc inlycot ues htardion.
Lear nmobut heU TOnHatl hI iat ve
ut . a k i e d n y o h / t l
.

NewvisualizationoftheCOVID-19virusbyFusion
MedicalAnimation,sharedpubliclyonUnsplash.
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“TheVSAisanawesome
interdisciplinary
programandaway
forpeopleoutsideof
theHerbertCollege
ofAgriculturetolearn
aboutsustainable
farmingonalevelmost
peopleneversee.”

s e n u o i c l eD
e n o yr e vrE o f

InsightintoOrganicFarmingforStudents,
FreshProduceforShareholders

yMbarge uxEm r y

U

niverst fTyonepr i g raduteMcihlR ardsg ew
paumongl r e-scalg rciutl reinMdTlsRobe’

er tsonCu.Hewayingo rphayclst woearsghnt e
sujebcftomalsh rdefoa msca.Tpeu hf r mswe adtio
be a solution to food famines. With his experiences in Robertson
Coutn yim nd,hewor t conmifsalorg nci
poertanis cekptduo hsfnv ialproductni.
T han k sto heHrb ltCogfAe rciutl re,R cihardsw g iven
the chance to roll up his sleeves and explore the economics and
t heprac foisgancfir m n.Hegrb tiscom tedfor ing
experiential learning to students. After applying for the opportun,Rticyhardsbecaomfnurst de lct9Uorf h1e2T0
organciter shpiog ram.
R cihardsnt heo ritn sbeganl r ingt herpofs
lapn i gand row ingar feor utisandvegtalsb pr in.g
Their work intensified when spring semester ended, as they set out
to cultivate a diversified mix of produce. The growing took place at
the UT Organic Crops Unit, one of six agricultural units operated by
t heEasnT A gResarchndEuat.oCier
T hefr utisandvegtfalsobh udetncs’l,piakbfor h at
morning, go into half-bushel boxes. These are delivered weekly to
customerfU TVSA s. iU pTnocm’u ti -sypuor ted
ag rciutl CrSe()sAha ,w ti h eUn vrsti yub ti norgaVf
ortlf hemVus aCf’ol‘SA s.aefhlo rs einvtd
t hes udintr shpiog ramndU sorTg’anpcoiert .
The program aims to supply sixty shares each growing season.
This year the program met that goal, for the first time selling out
altfiosv lehab rs.
Richards says his experiences gave him the answer on economics.
Healso r nedtjugapiwe“rLo—nlmstf heolw
t uho,lpramkf gewht;ispo”fr “ten—sT hy
slmeincrd;albyt”heprsitncedo rl
v igorustmdwaev “iI’n—t r npguhetomasnd
nomat erhwIdi, soynbec’mu angelbain.
Maitn inolgabckthu”esry,.
“The big stereotype that I think exists is that organic farming isn't
somet hingt hasecomi lyv ietaodbn hlgr mand
ismerlyat nd.A f terac u lywork ingaor ncfiar mI n
say with a good bit of confidence that organic farming is absolutely
economically viable and profitable, but definitely requires a larger
amoufitnd v ualefor tndesarchwnopm edt
conventional farming techniques and practices.”
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— Inetrn Michael Richards

T heOrgancCirposte nhpsirt e n hyart isea on.
Prefosandc i atorA n elzsatWk iyorsf metn s
h a v se t r e td h i or w sn m a l f r m s a, w l e tn r cd a e r is tn h
UatANSDur lReso cCn er vatonSier v c,inA mer iCo ps,n
the Peace Corps, and in Extension services in several states.
RylanT hopms( BlaSPtnceis–organcpriodutncentration, ’16) headed into Extension. Thompson joined UT-TSU
Extension Knox County last year as an agent. His responsibilities
spanredit lancosumerh tciul re,MastG rden
cordinato, d4 -H.T hopmsnayt ek nowldghained
as an intern serves him well as he answers questions from Knox
Coutn yredsiaboutg nciarde nga dprouctni.
Mang i acomunti -sypuor tedag rciutl repog amisnot
simply about growing sufficient produce to distribute to sharedelhros.Ca f ulapn i ugmstbedon urastedylpu
fporducethavnwk lyb si.DevrfUisoVSTAb’eg in
inMay dst rechoO lat.Pbenr isohat crdinato
Sam tn haFolwers la.Pn i galndpti gbe invbeorf
the current season ends, with strawberries for the next spring being
laptnedwhil ear vesftoum relscotnpaiu.
Folwersayhiekt ducaoni lspectfo heVSAandb
leivswhat rdelos ni pmor tan.“Byspedingas o
w ti hus,Ipoe atmbrsc net ru d standwhse oal
produceav ilbt yiorsfulca re ndalsot hevral
chalengoscal rowesfac.Inmpiy o,t hisunder tandi gs
soipmr tainorde haoncl fdsy”tem.

-

To support the VSA’s target of sixty shareholders, Flowers and the
itner lasp roundf t yifertcn pos,a dmtcrposinule
sevral eits,uchadiferoltcnsh ytomaes.T h
amoultnpisba edonr citydle,buFowrsay
lapn i gcab eydlis,k now i gecab plrtn,iosa
difertn haes imat ngydpleirtomav ei,utnsayl’
vareit y h ’veg row nit hepas .Adtionalch engscomw ti h
g row ingav reit fcyops.T heincudl ferncsip ta d
unt reisla,ptn gimes,andh r vestandorge s.A l
laptni gsncudleab frp ctnoauifse hyma
face in the field.
T hestudnalsohveprjctay rwhet yslcan
crpto heyw istog rwand ei pndtlyresotifbha
scuer.Ppao’ tj shaveb npocr u,lf ago rds,n
cat npiw—hcR ardsg .“Meypwrsonale ing row ing
twiasoefm lca okit enIhadrc lypotedwu
litek.OurVSAsha delojnytsicub has
t reocaf sndpret yast yher.Mbca,ont he rand,h
abuslteoynir” .

Learn how you can support the internship program or
even become a VSA shareholder. Information is available
att.iuny k .eduov/ls p ortedag
.
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The Flowers say UTIA provided feasibility studies
on the pro tability of adding a creamery, presented
workshops and seminars that gave them skills in
integrating a value-added operation, and visited their
farm to assess resources and help them develop a
business plan. “It was a whole network of assistance,
from experts in agricultural pro tability to our county
Extension agent,” Morgan says. “UTIA was there for
us every step of the way.”

IN GREAT
PLACES

When Brian and Morgan Flowers
were evaluating the future of
their dairy operation, Brian says
they had two choices: maintain
their operation as it was and face
selling o their herd and selling
out or find new ways to add
value. The couple chose the latter,
particularly because their idea for
adding value would provide food
to their community.

In the pages ahead, we explore how UTIA helps
people nd great places to be in their lives.
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“According to the 2017 Census of Agriculture, 36 percent of farmers in Tennessee
cite farming as their principal occupation,”
says agribusiness development specialist
Kim Jensen, former interim head of the
Department of Agricultural and Resource
Economics. Add that statistic to a series
of county maps of Tennessee, showing
declines in rural jobs and populations,
and the results are concerning.
The maps are contained in the 2020 Economic Report to the Governor (tiny.utk.
edu/TNecon2020). Members of Jensen’s
department contributed to the report as

THE COMPLEX WEAVE
OF TENNESSEE RURAL
COMMUNITIES
Health access, job creation, and
global trade converge in the state’s
smallest communities. Securing
their future is just as complicated.
by Margeaux Emery

Khrystian Bynum is in her first year as
director of the Prevention Coalition in
West Tennessee’s Carroll County.
The coalition itself is two years old and
working to build capacity as it provides
resources to prevent substance abuse in
the county’s communities.
Bynum says she sees the value of health education programs that UT Extension agents
and other community partners deliver.
“They promote healthier behaviors in our
youth and adults, and that's important.
Their greatest value, though, may lie in
changing the attitudes our residents hold.”
Bynum says she wants to see youth and
adults realize their choices do matter.
Even the simplest steps to boost exercise
or switch to healthier foods can make you
feel better. Similarly, community members’
receptivity to education about the dangers
that substance abuse cause—to themselves
and to everyone in the community—could
have big impacts. “We want to challenge
stigmas of personal behavior and do it early
so the culture changes,” she says.
INTERCONNECTED ECONOMIES

Bynum’s Carroll County lost one of
its two hospitals in 2018. She knows
health care workers who lost their jobs.
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Community access to health care has decreased, making health outreach programs
more important than ever. The gaps in
health care access in some rural areas were
significant even well before the pandemic.
In Knoxville, UTIA agricultural economist
Sreedhar Upendram knows the economic
toll that loss of a hospital can have on a
rural community. He and colleagues Jamey
Menard (research leader) and David Hughes
(professor and Greever Endowed Chair in
Agribusiness Development) have calculated
the losses.
When Scott County experienced the
closure of its hospital in 2016, leading to
a direct loss of one hundred employees,
the total estimated economic impacts
included indirect (input suppliers) and
induced (households) multiplier effects.
Together these impacts resulted in the loss
of an estimated 158.1 million jobs, $9.8
million in labor income, $11.1 million in
value added, and $22.7 million in economic
activity. Tennessee has lost eight general
and specialty hospitals since 2010.
Finding opportunities to sustain and
strengthen rural communities is the focus
of Upendram’s work. Upendram has identified ways to encourage workforce growth,
rural development, and information access.

is one approach to job creation. UTIA
economists and the Center for Profitable
Agriculture probe ways that rural Tennesseans can grow businesses by evaluating
the potential of ideas that might add value.
Hemp and dairy products, described in the
pages ahead, are among them. So are wineries and the possibility of growing inputs
for the state’s thriving craft breweries and
distilleries. Challenges and obstacles exist
in each of these areas, and UTIA personnel
are researching how to overcome them.

Herself a daughter of a rural community, UT
agricultural economist Kim Jensen says when
jobs or critical community services are lost,
they can start to unravel the economic fiber
of a rural community. Strengthening the
fabric requires many minds and approaches.
did their colleagues in the UT Boyd Center
for Business and Economic Research in the
Haslam College of Business and Howard
H. Baker Center for Public Policy. The
document provides a detailed analysis
of trends and forecasts to aid government planners.
“Many farmers depend on off-farm jobs
for their household incomes. When local
jobs and services decrease, it places a
strain upon everyone. Economic conditions
have real influence on whether people can
stay,” Jensen says. “Economic vibrancy is
important not only to agriculture, but also
to long-term viability of many of our state’s
rural communities.”
THE SEARCH FOR NEW
JOBS AND INDUSTRIES

Finding opportunities for rural Tennesseans to add income streams of their own

A HEADS-UP TO FARMERS
ON GLOBAL PRESSURES

Rural communities may seem far removed
from the world’s stage, but international
trade issues can hit home hard, as they did
in 2019 for soybean and cotton farmers.
No one knows that better than Andrew
Muhammad. The UT agricultural trade
expert and holder of the Blasingame Chair
of Excellence in Agricultural, Food, and
Natural Resources Policy, briefs leaders of
the Tennessee Department of Agriculture
monthly on trade issues. He also goes into
Tennessee communities to deliver trade
policy updates directly to farmers and commodity groups. In January and February,
ahead of spring plantings and calving, the
meetings keep him on the road, giving
addresses on back-to-back days.
Farmers are focused on day-to-day matters,
Muhammad says. Global matters can be
off the radar, but insight into the policies

that shape global trade and their projected
impacts will help farmers make informed
production decisions. Muhammad says
he sees his role as middleman, conveying
insights from the Agricultural Policy
Advisory Committee that serves the USDA,
an independent council of which he is a
member, to Tennessee producers to ensure
each is well connected to the other.
RURAL WELL-BEING IS AT THE
HEART OF UTIA’S MISSION

Efforts underway at UTIA to lift rural
communities are present in every academic unit. They figure prominently in
AgResearch scientists’ work plans and
count among each year’s goals for UT
Extension agents and specialists, says
UTIA leader Tim Cross.
“Advancing citizens in suburban and urban
areas are strong emphases for UTIA, certainly,” Cross says. “But it’s fair to say that
rural economic development is central to
much of what we do. Advancing the quality
of life for rural citizens and creating new
opportunities for them are at the heart of
our land-grant mission.”

CAN HEMP LIVE UP
TO THE HYPE?
UT Extension agents and specialists
strive to help producers appreciate
the risks, as well as the potentials, of
the hot market
by Ginger Rowsey

No one would ever question John Henry’s
passion for growing hemp.
“It’s the biggest thing that’s happened
in agriculture in America,” says Henry,
a grower near Millington, Tennessee.
“High-quality CBD done right will produce
more profit per acre than any crop ever
grown here.”
He speaks without a hint of
hyperbole—earnestly espousing the
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profitability potential of hemp and the
many medical benefits of cannabidiol, or
CBD, a compound found in hemp plants.
Henry has been growing hemp since
Tennessee’s pilot program began. Last fall
UT Extension hosted a Hemp Field Day at
his farm where hundreds of people crowded
around him to learn more.
But even Henry is somewhat disillusioned
with the state of the hemp market.
“At the moment, the bright potential
doesn’t look so bright,” says Henry.
He’s not the only grower whose hempfueled optimism has waned. In 2019, nearly
3,000 Tennesseans registered with the
Tennessee Department of Agriculture to
grow industrial hemp. However, instead of
cashing in on a surging demand for CBD,
many new growers saw their lucrative plans
go up in smoke.
Acquiring quality seed and clones proved
challenging. Pests were numerous, be it the
corn earworm or thieves hoping to turn a
quick buck by passing hemp off as marijuana. Irrigation proved to be an issue, too.
Growers who were able to get their crop to
harvest found prices had dropped due to
increased cultivation of hemp—and that’s
if they were able to find a buyer at all.
Then there is uncertainty about a US
Department of Agriculture interim rule
regarding tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)
testing. To be compliant, the concentration
of the psychoactive THC in hemp cannot
exceed 0.3 percent. USDA’s new testing
method paired with a shortened sampling
window could push many growers over the
0.3 percent limit. When a hemp sample
tests “hot,” the entire crop must
be destroyed.
According to a TDA spokesperson, Tennessee will operate under the 2014 Farm Bill in
2020—meaning the stricter testing method
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will not go into place this year. Next year
remains a question.
“The new rules will severely limit the
hemp varieties we can plant, making it
even harder to find quality seed,” says Will
Clampitt, a first-year grower from Henderson County. “It will be interesting to see
how the new USDA compliance rules affect
the market.”
Clampitt brings a unique perspective to
the hemp field. He’s a Herbert College
of Agriculture alumnus (BS ornamental
horticulture and landscape design ’99).
From that background in horticulture, he
transitioned to a career as a home health
registered nurse. Like Henry, he’s passionate about the crop and its medical benefits.

hard realities of raising such a
labor-intensive crop. In 2019 UT Extension
hosted multiple forums to ensure growers
recognized the risks, not just the potential
opportunities.
“For every grower who busted in 2019,
there’s another potential grower who wants
in,” says Henry. He, too, says he will grow
hemp again in 2020. “The new growers
need to understand nothing good is easy.
People shouldn’t expect to grow an acre of
hemp and get rich.”

“That’s how I got into this. I’ve seen it help
patients with chronic pain or epilepsy.
Maybe it’s not the complete answer, but
then, neither are opioids.”
Clampitt joined other growers who
supplied plant material and will sell as a
co-op. As of last winter, he had not sold his
hemp but had received offers. Fortunately,
he invested in warehouse space where
he could cure his hemp and store it while
waiting for prices to improve.
“I’m not trying to turn a quick buck,” says
Clampitt. “This year, I wanted to learn this
crop. Honestly, even if we just break even,
it’s been a pretty fun summer.”
Despite deflated prices and a murky future
for regulations, Clampitt says he plans to
grow hemp this year. And he’s not alone. At
the end of 2019, TDA had already registered
3,800 growers on an estimated 51,000 acres
for 2020.
The growing interest is a bit of a conundrum for UT Extension agents tasked with
hemp education. Some agents say they fear
new growers do not fully understand the
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HOW A UT EXTENSION
PROGRAM IS HELPING
TENNESSEANS
RE-ENTER
THE WORKFORCE
by Beth Hall Davis

Briana Jeffers says she knew she needed
to provide for her family, but the mother
of ten says one hundred dollars in extra
expenses to go back to school was a huge
barrier. “I had the time and the motivation,
but I couldn’t make ends meet as a student.
Skill Up Tennessee changed that.”
For Jeffers and Tennesseans like her, the
difference between relying on public
assistance and having access to training
that leads to a successful career is often a
few hundred dollars. But it’s a few hundred
dollars too much. A program called Skill Up
Tennessee is changing that.
Conducted by UT Extension in partnership
with the Tennessee Department of Labor
and Workforce Development, Skill Up
Tennessee is a SNAP employment and
training program. Skill Up Tennessee helps
people like Jeffers better their lives by securing gainful employment. With referrals
from county agents, partners, and direct
recruitment, regional specialists called
career navigators work with participants
to identify barriers and find solutions
that will enable them to pursue education
or training. A true last-dollar program,
Skill Up Tennessee ensures participants
do not give up on their dreams because
of financial barriers, whether it’s finding

Skill Up participant Jasmaina
Benton recently completed her
MIG Welding Certi cate, opening
doors to a lucrative career.
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childcare while in class, buying textbooks,
or providing uniforms and proper footwear,
such as steel-toe boots or non-skid shoes.
Participants complete a career goals
assessment, enroll in classes, and work
toward financial independence through
training that will expand their career opportunities. Each month, career navigators
contact participants to provide advice and
problem solve if a new barrier to continuing
their progress arises. Participants are first
connected to available resources such as
federal Pell and TN Reconnect grants. Once
all other aid sources are exhausted, Skill
Up Tennessee either covers or reimburses
eligible expenses.
Jeffers received support for tuition,
books, scrubs, and the application fee and
background check needed to be certified
as a dental assistant. She also received gas
cards to assist her with transportation to
and from classes. “The biggest barriers are
childcare and transportation,” says Laura
Bolt, a career navigator in UT Extension’s
Eastern Region. “For eligible participants,
the program provides solutions for both.”
County agents also offer participants a
work readiness class that cultivates the
“soft skills” needed in the marketplace,
such as timeliness, responsibility, being a
team player, and responding to conflict.
“Some participants may have never had
a strong role model or mentor,” says UT
Extension specialist Clint Cummings.
“Career navigators and county agents step
in and encourage participants. When they
say, ‘I believe you can do this,’ participants
start believing that someday they can be a
role model for their own families.”

Cummings says Extension is serving
about one-third of SNAP Employment
and Training participants across the
state, and agents and specialists hope the
number continues to increase, to develop a
better-trained workforce for Tennessee.
When participants realize extra resources
are available if they are willing to work
hard, they become even more motivated to
change their situations for good, he adds.
The difference Skill Up Tennessee makes
can mean a better life for citizens and their
families, and that makes for a better future
for Tennessee as well.

WHERE K-12 STUDENTS
LEARN HOW “WANTS” FARE
WITH BUDGET REALITIES
A UT Extension-developed simulation
called On My Own preps youth about
the nancial decisions they’ll face as
adults and strengthens the critical
thinking skills they’ll need to reach
sound ones

by Doug Edlund

Picture this. You’re twenty-five years old.
You have a job and the typical monthly
expenses—a mortgage, car payment,
utilities, groceries, transportation, and
credit card bills. You’re facing a situation
faced by many: How do you know if you
have enough money to make it to the end
of the month?

“Career navigators and county agents step
in and encourage participants. When they
say, ‘I believe you can do this,’ participants
start believing that someday they can be a
role model for their own families.”
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help. He also needs to plan for the future if
his operation is to continue.
In Tennessee’s rural Giles County, some
eighty miles southwest from Nashville,
Brian and Morgan Flowers are younger and
their operation is set to expand from dairy
milk production to making cheddar cheese.
Morgan says, tongue in cheek, “Brian
was looking for a partner to move into
value-added, and I came along, and I guess
I’m it.” She adds that she told him she’d
work with people if he’d work with the
cattle. The arrangement suits them both.
Their Flowers Creamery has 120 cows plus
replacement heifers. They operate a herd of
Holsteins and another of Jerseys.

Now consider this. You’re being asked
to anticipate, as well as figure out, all of
this while you’re in grades K-12. While
that may sound a little odd, it’s part of a
program that helps prepare young people
to be financially savvy when they become
adults. The program is called On My Own.
On My Own is an interactive simulation
for middle and high school students,
developed by specialists in UT Extension’s
Department of Family and Consumer Sciences. County Extension agents conduct
the program in their communities, and so
do classroom teachers who have trained
to deliver it.
Young people who took part in the
simulation in Knoxville public schools
describe it as an eye-opening experience
to the world of personal finance.
CAMDEN POWELL, FIFTH GRADER AT
CHILHOWEE INTERMEDIATE (RIGHT):

We got to live as an adult for a little bit.
It was stressful because we had to keep up
with how much money we had and how
we want to spend it. We bought a house
and a car, food, clothes, and stuff. I was
working at McDonalds and had two jobs.
You learn to save up your money. It’s good
to budget your finances so you don’t have
$20 left in your bank account.
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WALKER KYLE, SOPHOMORE AT
BEARDEN HIGH SCHOOL (LEFT):

It’s just a really cool experience. You have
bills and learn the things you have to do
as an adult. I was surprised at the cost
of some of the things like childcare and
groceries. I never realized how much that
stuff costs. It’s pretty shocking to see how
much money our parents spend on us! I
feel this program makes kids grateful for
what they have and just knowing what
parents go through every month.
TAIKELL FOSTER, FIFTH GRADER
AT CHRISTENBERRY ELEMENTARY
(CENTER):

I had a career as a chef. I learned to save my
money and to use my money wisely. That’s
important because if you use it all on a big
mansion, you won’t have enough left over
for your kids. You’ll have to work two jobs,
and it’s going to be stressful. I learned not
to use all of your money at once. Take your
time, you might see something
that you like and you buy it. Then, you
see something else and you don’t have
enough money for it. Think before you
buy something.
In Tennessee, contact your county Extension office to learn more about On My
Own. Some states beyond Tennessee offer
their own financial simulations to youth.
A county or state Extension office can
confirm whether one is available where
you live.

FOR DAIRY PRODUCERS,
VALUE-ADDED
OPPORTUNITIES
While a new grant focuses on dairy, the
Center for Pro table Agriculture o ers
its services to Tennessee producers in
all industries

These two sets of producers are united by
an interest in succeeding with incorporating value-added products to their farms.
Last December, that interest drew them
and thirty-two other dairy producers to
Loudon, Tennessee, for a daylong presentation on value-added dairy production.
The crowd of almost fifty outgrew the
meeting’s original location so the presentations were given in a church recreation
room. Specialists from UTIA’s Center for

“
Plan,
plan,
plan.
You
can’t
plan
too
much.
”
— John Harrison,
Sweetwater Valley Farm

Profitable Agriculture led sessions. So did
dairy industry representatives and UTIA
faculty and Extension specialists and
agents with expertise in dairy production.
When Hal Pepper, a financial analysis
specialist with Center, asked how many
of the farms raise cows, eight hands went
up. Raise goats? Four hands rose. Sheep?
Another hand. Equally diverse were the
participants’ adoption of value-added
enterprises. Some, such as Jeffrey and
Elizabeth Turner of Shop Springs Creamery, already are thriving in value-added,
combining their dairy with a highly popular ice cream business in Lebanon. Others
in the room owned animals but were just
beginning to explore how a value-added
enterprise, such as bottling pasteurized
milk, might fit into their operations.
All, Pepper says, have the opportunity
to benefit from the USDA Dairy Business
Innovation Initiatives grant program the
CPA is conducting. The program will assist
Tennessee dairy farmers with business
development strategies as they explore the
feasibility of value-added ideas for their
operation. The grant also provides support

by Margeaux Emery

Ronnie and Daphne Rogers are sheep
farmers in New Market, Tennessee. The
400 milking ewes at their operation, Indian
Crest Sheep Farm, can produce more milk
than the Rogerses presently sell. Their
buyers are artisanal cheese makers. Famed
Blackberry Farm in Walland, Tennessee, is
among them, and so is Blue Ridge Creamery in Travelers Rest, South Carolina.
Ronnie knows the milk is high quality
and has the in-demand trait of being high
in protein. What he doesn’t know is if
consumer demand for sheep milk could
be sufficient to offset the start-up costs.
Those include equipment to pasteurize
and bottle the milk, as well as storing and
transporting it, and adding an employee to
help with all of that.
“It’s something we’re looking at hard,
trying to get some answers. It isn’t easy.”
Ronnie’s in his sixties, and could use the
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for training, processing equipment,
and marketing, and the funding will be
awarded by the Tennessee Department
of Agriculture. Full details will be made
available at TDA’s website. The grant will
continue through 2022.
The Center has worked with producers to
consider value-added enterprises since it
started more than twenty-two years ago.
Today more producers than ever are looking for ways to diversify and add income.
CPA is operated as a partnership between
the Tennessee Farm Bureau Federation and
UT Extension and works cooperatively with
TDA. Its objectives include:
• Assisting farmers and agrientrepreneurs in evaluating, planning,
and developing value-added business
ideas.
• Conducting applied research, such as
market development studies and industry analyses, to guide the development
of value-added enterprises.
• Providing training in value-added
agriculture for county UT Extension
agents and other agricultural leaders.
John Harrison launched his Sweetwater
Valley Farm in Loudon County before the

LAND, CAPITAL,
AND EDUCATION
The Smith Center for International
Sustainable Agriculture works to help
women overcome barriers to
operating agribusinesses

by David Ader

inception of CPA, but he knows the value
of value-added. First, he added cheesemaking to his dairy operation. Last year,
encouraged by his daughter, who’s added
her own value by handling the farm’s
marketing, he added a café and marketplace. There, inch-thick grilled cheese
sandwiches, shakes, and ice cream bring in
the community, and so does the shop side
of the operation with its country-themed
goods and homemade candy and soaps.
“Now people come here for the café and to
bring visitors. So, we’re attracting more
people, and that also supports the cheese
sales,” he says.
Harrison gave attendees of the December
workshop a tour of his operation. He also
drew on his own experiences as he gave
advice. “Plan, plan, plan. You can’t plan
too much. Also, do budgets when starting
with an idea.” Think bigger, was another
thought he shared, and don’t feel like you
have to reinvent the wheel.
To learn more about the Center for Profitable Agriculture and all that it does, visit
ag.tennessee.edu/cpa. Handouts from last
December’s value-added dairy workshop
and information about the Dairy Business
Innovation Initiatives grant are available
at the site.

In northwest Cambodia women are heavily
involved in agriculture, including managing livestock. However, due to cultural
beliefs, women are often marginalized
and have less power when it comes to
decision-making and access to inputs,
especially knowledge.
As in many villages around the world,
education is restricted culturally, particularly for low-income women. The UT
Institute of Agriculture’s Smith Center for
International Sustainable Agriculture is
collaborating with local universities and
other organizations to resolve those gaps
by providing educational opportunities for
women producers.
Koemseang Nhuong, head of the animal
science program at Cambodia’s University of Battambang, says a simple way to
address this barrier is to provide training
using women researchers and women
agricultural educators.
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Last year Nhuoung and Andi Lear, assistant
professor in large animal clinical sciences
with the UT College of Veterinary Medicine, provided research-based information
to women producers at a Battambang
research station. The two also learned, directly from the women, about the barriers
they encounter in improving their cattle’s
health. The women scientists were able
to provide a space to interact and discuss
problems, which allowed the farmers a
more comfortable environment for learning
about cattle health.
“It’s not just Cambodia, but many areas
share these challenges,” relates Tom

Gill, director of the Smith International
Center. The Center and its work are made
possible by UT alumni Donnie and Terry
Smith, whose mission is to feed the world's
hungry. This endowment has been leveraged to secure federal grants to further the
Center’s work abroad.
In agricultural systems in low- and
middle-income countries, women are most
often found at the early stages of value
chains and often lack income to buy land
and invest in their families. They tend to
operate on a smaller scale and own smaller
livestock, such as chickens and goats,
which have less value than larger livestock.

In Rwanda, the Smith International Center
is helping to work with local organizations
to improve the income of women farmers
through poultry.
One Rwandan farmer, Esperance, says she
is happy about chicken farming because
she is able to make profits and reinvest.
“This work has great importance in my life.
I used to go dig for other people and they
would pay you right there, and you would
use it at that instant, and it ends. But now
the profit comes, and it helps me a lot."
In the highlands of Guatemala, women
produce everything from vegetables for

export to flowers for religious festivals and
natural dyes to make traditional weavings.
Storms and prolonged drought can cause
myriad problems, including extreme soil
loss and low productivity. Through support
from donors such as UT alumni Kelly
and Beverly Milam, UTIA scientists and
students are working in Guatemala to help
develop solutions to decrease soil loss and
increase soil fertility.
Learn more about the Smith International
Center, its mission, and its outreach
and education around the globe at
tiny.utk.edu/smithcenter.
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IN 2019, THERE
WERE 69,700
TENNESSEE FARMS
MADE UP OF 10.8
MILLION ACRES,
WITH AN AVERAGE
FARM SIZE OF
155 ACRES.
FARMERS EARNED
THE MAJORITY
OF THEIR CASH
RECEIPTS FROM:
SOYBEANS
CATTLE & CALVES
BROILERS
CORN
COTTON
HAY
DAIRY PRODUCTS
TOBACCO
WHEAT
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IN 2019, THE AGRI-FORESTRY INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX CONTRIBUTED AN ESTIMATED

$81 BILLION

SIDE GIGS
EN ROUTE TO
PROFESSIONAL GOALS

TO THE TENNESSEE ECONOMY
AND CLOSE TO 350,000 JOBS

IN 2018,
AGRICULTURE
ACCOUNTED FOR
8.1 PERCENT OF THE
STATE’S ECONOMY
AND $58.9 BILLION
IN OUTPUT.

STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS
Agriculture has a mighty impact
in Tennessee. Data from 2019
and 2018, the most recent years
available, show the economic value
that agriculture and connected
industries has to the state and
our citizens.

THE TOP MAJOR EXPORT MARKETS FOR
TENNESSEE CROPS IN 2019 WERE:

VIETNAM

$157.6 MILLION

TURKEY

$107.8 MILLION

PAKISTAN

$87.7 MILLION

INDONESIA

$65.4 MILLION

& BANGLADESH

$63.4 MILLION

TOTAL INTERNATIONAL
CROP EXPORTS

$736 MILLION

THE TOP EXPORT MARKETS FOR LIVESTOCK IN 2019 WERE:

MEXICO

$5.3 MILLION

CANADA

$2 MILLION

JAPAN

$1.1 MILLION

PANAMA

$0.7 MILLION

& FRANCE

$0.5 MILLION

TOTAL INTERNATIONAL
LIVESTOCK EXPORTS

$11.5 MILLION

Student entrepreneurs pursue
their passions both in the classroom
and outside of it
by Margeaux Emery

Benn Fraker’s firm tread gives him away.
So do his muscular neck and shoulders.
This student is used to hard physical effort.
Benn’s strength once propelled a canoe
through whitewater slaloms. He competed
internationally for a decade, including as a
2008 US Olympiad. These days, his physical
demands walk in on four feet. They happen
when a horse leans its weight on Benn as he
files and shoes a hoof.
Benn is a farrier. Making a living at it led
him to Knox County, which offered a larger
market for his trade. Once in Knoxville,
Benn decided to re-enter college. In the
animal science pre-veterinary concentration, he found a superb match for his
interests and skills. The UT College of
Veterinary Medicine thought so, too, and
admitted him. Today shoeing horses is
something Benn continues on the side. It
brings in money, sure, and it also allows
him to continue to refine his skills. There’s
always something more to learn, he says.
Benn’s farriering also appears to be
leading him to a growth area in veterinary
medicine. If a horse becomes lame, there’s
little you can do with it, he says. Heading
off lameness is the best option. “While
many of the skills have remained the same
for years, new technologies are allowing
both advanced diagnostic assessment and
new approaches to problems.” Practices
specializing in equine podiatry are on
the rise.
Emma Morgan operated a pop-up boutique
out of a retro camper on most weekends
during her college years. The 2018 food and
agriculture business graduate competed
on the NAMA team, which is focused on
business marketing, but says she never
integrated her business into her coursework except in her mind.

Ada Bea’s Boutique is now a brickand-mortar shop in Jefferson City,
Tennessee, and Emma also sells online at
adabeas.com. At least twice a month, she
still starts up the camper and heads for the
road. These days Emma drives to Chattanooga, North Carolina, or down to Atlanta.
The geographic spread expands her market.
Herbert spring graduate Andrew Swafford
entered into the business he operated on
the side as a teen. He was sitting in the
kitchen, watching his father incorporate
ingredients into a batch of bread dough,
while the two discussed ideas for a new
FFA project. Andrew wanted something
completely new. As his father lifted a jar
of honey to add a drizzle to the dough, he
asked, “What about beekeeping?”

“I’d hit a road bump with Ada Bea’s
Boutique, and then we’d go over the
same issue in class the next week,” says
Emma Morgan. “And I’d say, ‘Oh here’s
the answer.’”

In 2019 he won the UT Graves Business
Plan Competition on the merit of his ideas
for Andy’s Beekeeping LLC.
“I’ve learned entrepreneurship through
the school of hard knocks,” Andrew says.
This semester, he completed his BS in plant
sciences, biotechnology concentration,
with courses in the UT Haslam College
of Business, earning a minor in
entrepreneurship.

Andrew soon launched into it. Not much
later, he had grown it into a business.
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GET 1 DEGREE CLOSER
TO YOUR DREAM JOB

Donors
Create
Economic
Impacts,
Too
by Lauren Vath

Crews broke ground in August 2019 for
the new Hunter Education and Clay Target
Center at the Youth Education Center at
Lone Oaks Farm in Middleton, Tennessee.
%\HDUO\)HEUXDU\LWVVLOKRXHWWHZDVDIˋ[HG
WRWKHODQGVFDSHDVWKHˋUVWPDMRUFRQstruction project for the future 4-H camp.

WITH A MASTER’S PROGRAM THAT’S ONLINE,
ON YOUR TIME.

“Our vision for Lone Oaks Farm has always
been to create a premier education facility
to help our youth develop a deep appreciation for the land, conservation, and
agriculture,” says Tim Cross, UT Institute
of Agriculture senior vice president and
senior vice chancellor.
In this issue of Land, Life & Science, we
look at the economic impact the Institute
creates and the value our alumni bring to
the state and beyond. But what about the
economic impact our donors create?

“Providing educational opportunities for
young people in our state is perhaps one of
the most important investments that we
can make to secure a brighter future for
Tennessee,” says Scott Senseman, interim
dean of UT Extension.
Donor dollars create impacts that far
outpace traditional University revenue
streams. Individuals believing in and
partnering with a dream like Lone Oaks
Farm often enable the University to get to
the work of education and research that
much quicker.
“When an individual makes an investment
in the UT Institute of Agriculture, it truly
is a hands-on commitment,” says Keith
Barber, vice chancellor of institutional
advancement.
For example, the STEM center at Lone
Oaks remains as architectural renderings,
but the barn already has a name—the
Tennessee Farm Bureau STEM Barn. The
Tennessee Farm Bureau family, made up
of the Tennessee Farm Bureau Federation,
Farm Bureau Insurance of Tennessee, and
Tennessee Farm Bureau Health Plans, is
one of many individuals and companies
investing in the vision of Lone Oaks Farm.

but also provide a strong teaching tool
for 4-H’ers and others to learn valuable
agricultural knowledge,” says Tennessee
Farm Bureau president Jeff Aiken.
Farm Bureau is not only investing in the UT
Institute of Agriculture, it also is investing
in the state and in youth education.
“These are the types of connections we can
build upon to enhance all partners,” says
Barber. “Connecting people’s passion for
outreach with the University’s commitment to the land-grant mission is a win for
everyone.”
It is a mission already in motion. More
than 1,000 students visited the farm for
science-based learning last fall. STEM
education and youth leadership has taken
place on lakeshores, under pine boughs,
DQGLQˋHOGVVLQFHWKHEHJLQQLQJ
The difference will be instead of 1,000
students enjoying an afternoon of learning
math in tree rings and weighing cotton
bolls, thousands of additional students will
be immersed for a week in nature, opening
the radius of Lone Oaks Farm’s impacts
from surrounding counties to surrounding
regions.

“We are thrilled to contribute to the positive effort UT Extension has at Lone Oaks
Farm in preparing the future generation of
farmers and agricultural advocates, and we
look forward to how this investment will
not only increase Extension’s outreach,

Earn a Master of Science in Agricultural Leadership,
Education and Communications from Tennessee’s ﬂagship
university—and from the comfort of your own home. This
online program is built for the working professional and
is affordable no matter where you live. All courses are
modular and asynchronous, so you can determine the pace
that works for you without putting your life on hold.
Visit tiny.utk.edu/1degree to see if this program
is perfect for you.

To learn more about how you can support
the work of the UT Institute of Agriculture,
visit together.tennessee.edu/loneoaks or
give us a call at 865-974-5779.
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Every Time
the Small
Cabbage
White
Butterfly
Flaps Its
Wings,
It Has Us
to Thank
by Patricia McDaniels

The caterpillar form of an unassuming small
cabbage white butter y is one of the world’s
most destructive insects of food crops.
A new study has found that we’re why.
Sometimes, it takes a village to solve a mystery. Finding the answer
to how the insect named Pieris rapae was able to spread into an
almost global reach is one of those cases. We humans are the
culprit, and we’ve been unwittingly helping for thousands of years.
You’d think we could have learned better by now.
Discovering that we brought the butterfly’s infestations upon
ourselves, though, took some doing. The finding was achieved
thanks to the assistance of 150 citizen scientists, a consortium of
researchers—including two from the UT Institute of Agriculture—
and the tools of DNA analysis.
Research in which members of the public called “citizen scientists”
play a role in project development, data collection, or discovery has
opened new scientific frontiers, expanding the limits of what once
was considered feasible in science. Think about the home test kits
for DNA. They’ve provided new knowledge of the spread and diversification of the globe’s races while also defining (and sometimes
uncomfortably disclosing) our own particular place among our kin.
In the case of the heritage of the small cabbage white butterfly, the
research team sent out a call on social media, asking the public to
grab a butterfly net, then catch and send individual butterflies for
genetic testing. Citizen scientists in thirty-two countries heeded
the call, submitting more than 3,000 butterflies.

Sean Ryan coordinated the research effort. Ryan was formerly a
postdoctoral researcher in the Department of Entomology and
Plant Pathology and now is with Exponent Inc., in Menlo Park,
California. Under Ryan’s direction, the research team documented
that the small cabbage white butterfly traveled with humans from
Europe across the world along trade routes like the Silk Road. The
butterfly joined us as we spanned mountains and voyaged across
oceans. In North America, the butterflies even accompanied us as
we crossed the continent aboard the massive “iron horse” steam
engines on newly laid rails in the nineteenth century.
“The success of the small cabbage white butterfly is the consequence of human activities,” says Ryan. “Through trade and migration humans helped to inadvertently spread the pest beyond its
natural range, and through the domestication and diversification of
mustard crops, like cabbage, kale, and broccoli, humans provided it
with the food its caterpillars would need to flourish.”
The research was published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS) late last year.
Citizen science is subject to the same system of peer review as conventional science. Its power lies in its ability to help conventional
studies overcome challenges involving large spatial and temporal
scales. Social media and the internet are key tools that allow citizen
scientists, who often share similar interests through memberships

in nature-based groups or professional societies, to enhance the
scale and scope of a particular project and its impact on society.
“Citizen science projects have been growing exponentially over the
past decade, opening doors to new scientific frontiers and expanding the limits of what was once feasible,” says DeWayne Shoemaker,
professor and head of the Department of Entomology and Plant
Pathology, and one of the paper’s co-authors. “The relatively
unique approach we took was in asking the public to help collect—
not just observe—these agricultural pests. Doing so enabled us to
extract information recorded within the DNA of each individual
butterfly. That information, when aggregated, told a story about
the collective past of the small cabbage white butterfly.”
Ryan believes the use of collection-based citizen science projects
will help scientists answer important questions in invasion biology,
ecology, and evolutionary change, which can lead to improvements
in crop management and success as well as better environmental
controls for invasive species.
Ryan’s efforts were funded by a USDA National Institute of Food
and Agriculture postdoctoral fellowship grant.

Once the samples arrived at the lab, the researchers documented
genetic variation and similarities between existing populations
to detail the pest’s range and current genetic diversity. Historical
records provided some insight into when this agricultural pest
invaded each new continent; however, the timing, sources, and
routes remained unsolved. Once the researchers compared today’s
distinct populations to historical data regarding infestations of
Pieris rapae in Brassicaceae crops—like cabbage, canola, bok choy,
and turnips—the mystery was solved. The enemy, we found, was us.

LEFT: A recently published study in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) led by a UTIA
researcher documents how humans have helped Pieris
rapae, the small cabbage white butter y, spread across
the globe for thousands of years.
FACING PAGE: The geographic range of the small cabbage
white butter y is immense—thanks in large measure to our
own travels.
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WHY I RESEARCH

CHRIS
BOYER
Associate Professor, Department of
Agricultural and Resource Economics

I

grew up in a community in West Texas where agriculture, particularly cotton and cattle, was the main driver of the economy.
It seemed like everyone’s dad, mom, brother, sister, cousin, and/
or grandparents either farmed, worked at a cotton gin, feed store,
feedlot, trucking business, or in sales of anything from seeds to
machinery. And anyone who wasn’t working in agriculture needed
farms to be profitable to spend money at local restaurants, purchase vehicles, or buy Christmas presents. As long as I can remember, agriculture and economics have always gone hand in hand.
I did not grow up on a full-time farm. Both my parents had fulltime jobs, but my father started purchasing our farm when I was a
child. He wanted me to be outdoors and near agriculture like he had
in very rural South Texas. When I wasn’t fixing fences, grubbing
mesquite trees, spraying spinnery oak, or hunting deer on our farm,
I was constantly being hired to help big, nearby cattle producers
work cattle. The work started early and went all day. Lunch or
dinner was a luxury, and it didn’t matter if it was cold, hot, or
blowing dirt. These experiences taught me how hard farmers and
ranchers work to earn their paycheck, how much of their paycheck
is dependent on things outside of their control, and how their
community depends on their paycheck to keep their rural
economy going.
That understanding is why my research focuses on addressing
real-world questions to help farmers in Tennessee become more
profitable and better manage uncontrollable risks like weather
and price fluctuations. As a faculty member in a research-based,
land-grant university, I believe it is important to work closely with
Extension personnel to identify important real-world research
questions and to communicate these results to producers. I also
believe working with faculty members from other specialties
like animal science and plant sciences is vital for research to be
effective. Pooling backgrounds and knowledge from multiple
departments allows a research team to identify more relevant
research questions and develop more effective solutions to the
issues facing agriculture. I am thankful for my upbringing and for
a career at the University of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture. I
am grateful to be surrounded by brilliant minds working to address
important questions in agriculture. My hope and our constant
goal is to improve the quality of life for agricultural producers in
Tennessee, as well as for those well beyond our state’s border.
Chris Boyer with wife Ashley and their children
at their family’s East Tennessee farm.
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GREAT GRADS

Phil Baggett still recalls the moment he
decided to attend UT and one day return
to his family’s Montgomery County farm.
It was when Extension agent Don Malone
entered his fourth-grade classroom and
held a 4-H Club meeting.
Baggett stuck to his decision. He earned
his bachelor’s in agricultural economics in
1970 and his MBA at UT in 1972.

GREAT GRADS

A fourth-grader’s commitment, inspired by 4-H and achieved through a career of business savvy,
returned Phil Baggett to his family’s farm. There, his dedication to conserving the land led to the
family’s operation, Tennessee Grass Fed.
by Lauren Vath
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chief crop when he was a boy. Agriculture
surrounded his childhood, and 4-H shaped
his education. The couple’s daughters
followed that path and earned degrees at
UT, Brittany, a BS in agricultural science
in 2007, and Brooke, a BS in biological
sciences in 2011. They also have had a hand
in the family’s operation, Tennessee Grass
Fed, launched in 2017.

Across three decades, Baggett integrated
KLVH[SHUWLVHLQWKRVHˋHOGVDVKHODXQFKHG
EXLOWWKHQVROGEXVLQHVVHV+LVˋUVW
called US Slate and Marble, was sited in
Jefferson City, Tennessee, where he met
and married his wife, Kathy. He later sold
the company to what is now Armstrong
World Industries. He says he enjoyed the
building process, but it was business, and
he always planned to go back to the farm.

Baggett and his wife raise grass-fed beef
on the 422-acre family farm using both
warm- and cool-season grasses. The desire
to protect the land and provide a product
he believed in prompted his decision to
UDLVHDQGˋQLVKJUDVVIHGEHHIKHVD\V
The farm’s clay-heavy soil is prone to
erosion. Row-cropping would have required
extensive fertilization. Cultivating a range
of grasses, instead, has stabilized and
protected the soil.

7RGD\KHHVWLPDWHVKHLVWKHˋIWKJHQHUation in his family to farm Montgomery
&RXQW\ODQG'DUNˋUHGWREDFFRZDVWKH

7KH%DJJHWWVZHUHDPRQJWKHˋUVWWRHQWHU
the burgeoning grass-fed market niche.
7KH\DOVRZHUHDPRQJWKHˋUVWWRODXQFK

DQRQOLQHVWRUH tennesseegrassfed.com) for
direct internet sales of on-farm products.
Baggett credits his success to the business
savvy he honed as an entrepreneur and to
his education at UT. “I will never be able to
pay back UT for all I learned and have been
given by the institution,” he says.
Baggett counsels young people looking to
pursue a career in farming to consider the
other side of an operation. It’s not just what
you can make or grow, he says. It’s what
\RXFDQVHOODWDSURˋW)DUPLQJLVDEXVLness like any other, with needs that span
infrastructure, marketing, accounting, and
PDQDJHPHQWȤ<RXȢYHJRWWRˋQGDSURGXFW
or service to which you can add value at a
SURˋWȥ:LVHZRUGVLQGHHG
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@UTAgResearch
Karen L. DeLong @K_DeLong_UT
First day all classes at University of Tennessee are o
I are o cially ready to hold class over Zoom!

cially online. The teacher’s pet and

#StillFarming at the East TN AgResearch &
Education Center – Little River Unit, at the
foothills of the Great Smoky Mountains.

Laura Russo @lrusso08
Field safety is so important and you have
to plan ahead... like what do you do when
your student is attacked by an adorable
puppy but you have to stay six feet away?
Sacri ce yourself to save your student!

Lindsay S. Stephenson @lindsaysgri

n

Agriculture is #essential, even on our
days “o .” Beautiful day getting an Early,
Medium, and Full Corn Ear of maize CST
planted in Puryear today. #SocialDistancing
between hoppers #RealLifeSolutions

UT College of Veterinary Medicine
Bear is the most handsome 2-year-old
Labrador who just completed chemotherapy
for a bone tumor. Way to go, Bear! Special
shout-out to Dr. Sangid at Ban eld Pet
Hospital in Turkey Creek, Bear's primary care
veterinarian. #ittakesateam

UT College of Veterinary Medicine
A few members of Team Medicine in their brand new masks
(Thanks, Dr. JW!!) demonstrating proper physical distance. The UT
Veterinary Medical Center’s caseload in the hospital is emergency
and medically-urgent. Many thanks to all medical professionals
keeping us safe.

STAYING TRUE TO OUR MISSION,
EVEN AMID A PANDEMIC
The social media posts tell the story of UTIA’s spring semester.
While we changed in response to the pandemic, members of the
UTIA family continued unhindered to carry out our mission of
teaching, research, and outreach.
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UT College of Veterinary Medicine
@utiag
Trinity Nash is a 4-H’er from Macon County who has sewn over
300 masks for health care workers in her community. Trinity is
just one of many @Tennessee4H’ers who are stepping up to do
their part to ght the spread of #COVID19 in TN.

Stitch says hello. Our Farm Animal
Medicine and Surgery team was able
to spay her a few days ago before the
Veterinary Medical Center transitioned
its patient caseload to urgent and
emergency care.

Scott Senseman @UTPSDeptHead
Just want to thank, not only our @utgardens sta for the great work on handling a plant
sale in a pandemic, but also the Knoxville community for supporting the gardens. Your
support has helped raise comparable funding from previous sales. Thank You, Knoxville!
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SAVE THE DATE

We hope to see you
at Ag Day 2020!
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
VISIT UTIA.TENNESSEE.EDU FOR MORE
DETAILS AS THE DATE APPROACHES

